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1. INTRODUCTION 
This is the first in a series of papers on quotients of Horn-functors and 
representations of general linear groups. The overall aim of this series is 
threefold: First to put the theory developed in [5, 6, 12-14, 7, 83 on 
common ground and to present much simpler and more elegant new proofs 
of the main results in these papers. Second. we shall extract general back- 
ground material which will make the theory more accessible to generaliza- 
tion to other families of groups of Lie type. The third objective is to unify 
the representation theory of symmetric groups and of general inear groups 
in the describing and non-describing characteristic ase. 
In this first paper we shall develop terminology and background material 
on quotients of Horn-functors, that is, functors of the form 
Hom(P, -)/Hom(P, -)J, where P is projective and J is a certain ideal of the 
endomorphism ring of P. The Horn-functors Hom(P, -) certainly play an 
important role in representation theory. Some of their properties have been 
extensively investigated by Auslander in [2: 31, and we shall generalize 
some of the results there. 
Schur functors from the category of homogeneous polynomial represen- 
tations of general linear groups of fixed degree r (or equivalently the 
module category of a certain Schur algebra) to the module category of the 
symmetric groups S, are special functors of the form Hom(P, -) (see, 
e.g., C91). 
The reader might care to bear in mind the following example which 
illuminates why the general results on quotients of Horn-functors in this 
paper are important for the representation theory of general linear groups 
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in the non-describing characteristic case and how they connect to the 
describing characteristic case. 
Let G = GL,,(q) for some prime power q and n E &. Let (P, c’, K) be a 
split p-modular system for G. where p does not divide q. So Lf is a rank one 
discrete complete valuation ring with quotient field K of characteristic 0 
and residue field F of characteristic p, and both F and K are splitting fields 
for all subgroups of G. We denote the (Borel) subgroup of all upper 
triangular matrices in G by B and the trivial RB-module (R = F, If. or K) by 
R,. The endomorphism ring -yiK of the induced module R$j = RsORB RG 
is the Hecke algebra over R associated with the Weyl group Ws S,, of G. 
In particular it is free as R-module with basis ( T,,. 1 )I‘ E W), and the multi- 
plication of these basis elements involves polynomials in q with integer 
coefftcients. (For R = K. these relations have been determined by Iwahori 
[ 111; for the general ase see [S].) Let B= TC be the Levi decomposition 
of B: so T is the torus consisting of all diagonal matrices in G1 and L/’ is 
the set of unipotent upper triangular matrices. Since p does not divide q, 
U is p-regular, and the projective cover P, of 6, is the projective cover of 
the trivial T-module lifted to B along the canonical epimorphism from B 
onto T with kernel U. As a consequence P, = KO, P, decomposes into 
one dimensional KB-modules, each occurring with multiplicity one. The 
following result can be deduced easily from Frobenius reciprocity, but also 
follows directly from character theory of general linear groups [lo] (or in 
the language of Deligne Lusztig theory from the orthogonality relations for 
Deligne Lusztig operators; see, e.g.. [ 16. 6.141). 
1.1. LEMMA. Let 1 be a non-tricial one dimensional constituent of P,. 
Then f and Kg hal;e no irreducible constituent in common. 
Let p: PF -+ Cg be the map induced from an epimorphism from P, onto 
C,. So we have an exact sequence 
We have the following: 
1.2. COROLLARY. KOe ker /I and Kg = K@ 15: hatle no irreducible con- 
stituent in common. 
That is precisely the situation that we are dealing with in this paper. We 
shall show in (4.7) and (2.1) that b induces a canonical epimorphism from 
ER = End,,(P,), onto & = End&R:), where P, = R@, P,. The kernel 
JpR of this epimorphism consists of all endomorphisms of P whose image 
is contained in ker PR, that is, the right annihilator of ljR in &R, where 
flR = 1 R OC /I. As a consequence of (4.10) we have that the decomposition 
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matrix of Xc is a submatrix of the decomposition matrix of G. The functor 
H, = Horn&P,, -)/Horn&P,, -)Ja, from the category of RG-modules 
into the category of 3Eo,-modules i the link between the representations 
theory of general linear groups (in non-describing characteristic) and 
Hecke algebras associated with symmetric groups. However, there are more 
consequences of (1.2) which are described briefly below: 
If jb is a partition of n let W, be the corresponding standard parabolic 
(Young) subgroup of W and take xi. E .ZR to be x, = C,,., wj. T,.. Let M, be 
the +module 
where i t-n means E. is a partiton of n. 
Corollary (2.23) gives an isomorphism between the q-Schur algebra 
9, = End,,(M,) and the endomorphism ring of the RG-module 
(compare [8, 2.241). 
Replacingx;.EsR by.rj.=xKEU;(-q)- ““) T,. (f(x) denoting the length of 
U:E W) and applying (4.17) will produce another RG-module with 
endomorphism ring yR, which can be shown to satisfy again (4.7). So we 
may apply the theory developed in this paper. 
This will be done in the second of this series of papers. More generally 
we shall replace B< G by parabolic subgroups P of G, and the trivial 
B-module by cuspidal P-modules. Corollary (4.10) then will relate the 
decomposition numbers of CG, .&, and .4p, reproving in particular 
[8,4.9], and we shall recover the main results of the papers cited above. 
2. QUOTIENTSOF Horn-FUNCTORS 
We begin by collecting some basic properties of quotients of Hom- 
functors Horn&P, -) for a ring T and a projective T-module P. We shall 
impose some restrictions on T and P to avoid lengthy and complicated 
hypotheses. However, as the reader might check easily, many of the results 
in this first section hold in more general circumstances. Henceforth assume 
that T is an R-algebra, finitely generated as R-module, where R is a 
Noetherian commutative ring. Moreover we assume that T has a multi- 
plicative identity as well as R has, and that T is unital as R-module. In 
particular we may identify the identities of R and T. All occurring modules 
are, if not stated otherwise, unital finitely generated right modules, and 
we denote by mod T the category of all unital, finitely generated right 
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T-modules. To ensure that every A4 in mod T has a projective cover we 
assume that T is semiperfect. The applications we have in mind involve 
group rings over fields or discrete complete valuation rings, or related 
algebras, which always will satisfy the assumptions above. 
For a T-module M a projective presentation of M is a projective 
T-module P together with an epimorphism P 5 M. We then define &CD to 
be the ring of all endomorphisms cp of P leaving the kernel ker fi of /I 
invariant. Note that all modules involved are finitely generated as 
R-modules, in particular the R-algebras A? = End.(M), d = End.(P). and 
&D. The canonical algebra homomorphism fl: c!?~ + 2 induced by /3 is 
surjective, since P is projective, and has kernel J,j = ker fl= 
(cpEt:l~(P)Eker~). So we have: 
2.1. J, is an ideal of ~9,~ and &,)!J, z ~9 as R-algebra canonically. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let ME mod T, and let J? = End,(M) acting on A4 
on the left. We define the functor 
H=H,,:mod T+mod.X 
as follows: First we choose a projective presentation P -% M of M. For 
FE mod T we define H( I’) to be the right #-module 
H(V) = Hom.(P, V)/Hom.(P. V)J,, 
where Hom.(P, V) is considered as right &,r-module via the left +-module 
structure of P derived from restricting the left b-module structure on P to 
the subalgebra &b of b. We remark that H(V) is finitely generated, so 
H( V) E mod -X; this follows easily from the fact that T is finitely generated 
as R-module and M, P are finitely generated as T-modules (see, e.g., 
[4, Ex. 2.61). 
If l”Emod T and if f: V+ V’ is T-linear, then Hom.(P, f ): 
Hom.(P. V) + Hom.(P, V’) mapping cp E HomAP, v) to fipE 
Hom,(P, I”) is b- hence @linear. So it induces an Z-linear map H(f) 
from H(V) into H( V’). Obviously H = H,, is an additive covariant functor 
preserving direct sums. Moreover it can be seen easily that His right exact. 
2.3. Remark. For X~mod T let the dual module X# be the left 
T-module Hom.(X. T), where the left action of T on X# is induced by 
considering T as left T-module. P is finitely generated, therefore 
Hom.(P, V) 2 V07 Ps as right B-modules (see, e.g., [4, 2.321). So 
defining the T-Z-bimodule TX,x to be P# OAg 3y: (considering & as left 
+module, via (2.1)), the functor H,, is equivalent to the functor -oT X, . 
In particular we may consider H,w as the composite of three functors: First’ 
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Hom.(P, -): mod T-+ mod 6, then the restriction functor from mod 6 to 
mod gDb, finally the functor -Bet, Z, factoring out Jp 9 c?~. 
The following lemma can be shown using routine arguments: 
2.4. LEMMA. Let ME mod T. Then H,w defined in (2.2) depends only on 
M, not on the projective presentation of M chosen in (2.2) (up to 
isomorphisms of functors). 
2.5. EXAMPLE. If M= PE mod T is projective (and fi is the identity 
mapping), then 8i = End,(P) and H,w = Hom.( P, -). This case was studied 
in detail by M. Auslander in [2, 31 and we shall use his work as a guideline 
in our investigation of the functor H,+, generalizing some of the results 
in [2]. 
All the upcoming applications satisfy C&S=& in the notation of (2.2), so 
our special interest is with this case and we will henceforth assume C& = 8. 
We collect all our assumptions in the following: 
2.6. Hypothesis. R is a commutative Noetherian ring, and Ta semiperfect 
R-algebra finitely generated as R-module. ME mod T, 2 = End,(M), and 
P 5 M is a projective presentation of M such that L$ = I = End,(P), that 
is, ker /I is invariant under the action of 8’. The ideal { cp E d 1 q(P) G ker /?} 
is denoted by JB, and X is idendified with 61J, by the canonical 
isomorphism induced by p. The functor H = H,+,: mod T + mod 2 is 
defined by (2.2). 
Obviously we can find all functors satisfying (2.6) by taking M= P/C’, 
where P E mod T is projective and U is an b-T-subbimodule of P. 
The condition that ker /I is invariant under the action of E is not inde- 
pendent of the choice of the projective presentation P 2 M. For example, 
if M= P/C’, where U is an 6-T-subbimodule of the projective T-module P, 
and if 8: P -+ M is the canonical epimorphism, we may choose Q = P @ P 
and fl: Q + M to be fl= p@O. Obviously, ker fl is not invariant under the 
action of End,(Q). However, the following lemma is easy to prove: 
2.7. LEMMA. Suppose (2.6) holds for P 3 M. Let Q 5 M be a projective 
cover of M. Then (2.6) holds for Q $ M as well, that is, ker CI is invariant 
under the action of End,(Q). 
Assume (2.6). Applying the exact functor Hom.(P, -) to the short exact 
sequence 
O+kerB+P % M+O 
481/130/l-,6 
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we get the short exact sequence of &&-bimodules (considering M as left 
&-module via the epimorphism t: + .% induced by /I) 
O+J,,+t:+Hom.(P,M)-+O 
using that Horn J P, ker /3) = J,. As a consequence .I, annihilates Horn T( P, M) 
from both sides. Obviously PTM(P) = Hom.(P, P)/Hom,(P, P)Jp = 
G/J, = X ad X-%-bimodules and we have shown: 
2.8. LEMMA. Suppose (2.6). Then ker /I d ker cp for all cp E Horn r( P, 44) 
and ffM( M) = Horn r( P, M) z 2 z B/J, = FZM( P) as .X-Z bimodufes. 
2.9. DEFINITION [2, Sect. 51. Let P, VE mod T and let P be projective. 
Then the P-torsion submodule tP( V) is the sum of all submodules X of V 
with Hom.(P, X) = (0). The kernel kerP of P is the full subcategory of 
mod T, whose objects are the T-modules V with Homr(P, V) = (0). So 
VEker P if and only if tP( V)= V. 
2.10. LEMMA. Let P E mod T be projective, VE mod T. Then tP( V) is the 
unique maximal submodule X of V such that Homr( P, X) = (0). MoreotTer, 
tP( l$!tp( V)) = (0) and for a homomorphism f: V + V’ ( V, V’ E mod T), we 
haoe f( tP( V)) E tP( V’). 
ProoJ: This follows from [2, Sect. 51, but can be also seen directly as 
follows: Since all modules involved are finitely generated (by general 
assumption) it is enough to show that Hom,(P, X, + X2) = (0) 
provided Hom.(P, Xi) = (0) for i = 1, 2 (X,, X, < V). By projectivity 
of P, Hom.(P, X1) = (0) implies Hom.(P, X,/(X, n X,)) = (0), hence 
Hom,(P, (X, + X2/X,)) = (0) so imfg X, for any T-linear map 
f: P -+ X, + X2. Since Hom,( P, X,) = (0) f is the zero map and we have 
shown Hom.( P, X, + XI) = (0). So tP( V) E ker P. Now P being projective 
implies easily that tP( P’/tp( V)) = (0), and that f(tp( V)) G tp( V’) for any 
T-linear mappingf: V -, V’(V, V’ E mod T). 
2.11. DEFINITION. Define the functor A,: mod T+mod T by 
AP( V) = V;tp( V) and A,(f) to be the induced homomorphism from 
V;tp( V) to V’,/tp( V’) for any T-linear map f: V -+ V’ in mod T. We say V 
is P-torsionless if tp( V) = (0). So in particular for VE mod T, AP( V) is 
P-torsionless. 
Obviously for VE mod T we have Hom,(P, V) g Hom,(P, A.(V)) as 
d-modules (8 = End.(P) j, and we have shown: 
2.12. LEMMA. Assume (2.6) with P z M. Then ffw( V) = H,,,(A,( V)) 
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for all VE mod T. Similarly iff: V -+ V’ is T-linear (V, V’ E mod T), then 
H.w(f)=H,w(A.(f)). So H,,,=H,woA.. 
2.13. DEFINITION. Assume (2.6), we define four functors from mod J? to 
mod T as follows: (i) F,w=-@,, M, (ii)F,q=A.cF,, (iii)G,w=-@a P, 
(iv)G,,=A.cG,w. 
2.14. Remarks. Considering M as left &-module, - Oa M is a functor 
from mod d into mod T. By general theory this functor factors through the 
canonical functor mod d + mod 2 given by XH X/XJfi. In particular F, 
equals the restriction of -OG M to the subcategory mod 2, and general 
theory implies that indeed G,M =-am (P/JsP). Obviously JsPG ker /? as 
d-T-bimodule (recall that JD = Hom.(P, ker /I)), so, for XE mod Y, 
we have an epimorphism from G,q(X) = X0, (P/JsP) onto F,%r(X) = 
X0,, A4 whose kernel is the image of X@, (ker jJBP) in G,*,(X) = 
X@,, ( P/JB P). We remark that J, P is the submodule of ker B generated by 
all images of homomorphisms from P to ker /?, such that in particular 
ker /?/(Js P) E ker P, and J, P is the trace Tp( ker /-3) of P in ker a according to 
the following definition: 
2.15. DEFINITION (Compare [2, Sect. 61). Let P E mod T be projective, 
G = End,(P), V E mod T, and let XL Hom.( P, V). Then the P-trace XP of 
X in V is the T-submodule of V generated by the images of all 
homomorphisms cp: P -+ V belonging to X. If X= Hom.( P, V), we denote 
XP by T~( V) and call it the trace of P in V. 
2.16. LEMMA. Assume (2.6) . Let I?, be one of the functors defined in 
(2.13). Then fi,w is a right inverse of H,, that is, for XE mod .#, it’e haue 
H,&A,,,(X)) 2 X as Z-module, and this isomorphism is natural in X. 
Proof By general theory (see, for example, [ 1, 20.10]), since P is finitely 
generated projective, and by (2.14), (2.8) Horn&P, X0,- M) z 
Hom.(P,XO,M)~XO,Hom.(P,M)~XXO,~~XXO,~~X as 
x-module. In particular Horn T( P, X8, M) JB = (0), hence H,& FIw( X)) z X 
as desired. All isomorphisms involved are natural, so the lemma follows for 
ti,,,=F,+,. By (2.12), H,w=HM3Ap, so it holds for fi,w = F, as well. The 
cases A, = G, respectively A, = G,w are proved similarly. 
2.17. LEMMA. Assume (2.6), and let VE mod T. 
(i) H,w( V) z H,w(~,( V)) canonically. 
(ii) rf X is a right b-submodule of Hom,(P, V), then 
Hom.( P, XP) 2 X as b-modules. 
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Proof: Part (i) follows immediately from [2,6.1] and (2.2). To prove 
(ii) we consider the canonical mapping XOe P L V induced by 
y(?c@u)=.r(u) for XEX, UE P. Note that ;’ is a T-linear epimorphism from 
X8, P onto XP< I’. So, by projectivity of P, the d-linear mapping 
y* = Horn r( P, 7): Horn r( P, X8, P) + Hom,( P, XP) is an epimorphism. 
We also have a canonical mapping X z X Be Hom.( P. P) 5 
Hom,(P, X0, P) given by a(x) = ~p.~, where (P,.E Homr(P, X8, P) maps 
u E P to .Y 0 U. By standard arguments (see, e.g., [ 1, 20.101) 0 is an 
isomorphism of &-modules, since P is finitely generated projective. Now 
(~*(cp,))(u)=y((p,(uj)=y(.~Qu)=x(u) for all UEP and for any .uEX, so 
y*a(x) = x for all .TE X. So XG Hom,( P, XP) is the image of the 
epimorphism ~*a, that is, X= Homr( P, XP) as desired. 
We will apply the previous lemma to the following situation, 
2.18. COROLLARY. Suppose Y is an .%-.&module of H,W( V) = 
Hom,( P, V)/Hom r(P, V)J,. Let F be the full preimage of Y in 
Hom.( P, V). Then H,&,( FP) = Y. 
In the notation of (2.17) let Z be the kernel of y: XOa P-+ XPI so we 
have an exact sequence 
o-z- XQ, P’- XP-+O. 
Applying the exact functor Hom.( P, -) results in an exact sequence 
O- Hom.(P* Z)-Hom,(P, X@, P)z Hom,(P, XP)- 0. 
However, in the notation of (2.17), ~,‘*a nd g are isomorphisms, so y* is 
an isomorphism as well and conselquently Hom.(P, 2) = (0). So we have 
shown: 
2.19. COROLLARY. Assume (2.6), and let VEmod T. Let X be an 
b-submodule of Hom.( P, V). Let Z be the kernel of the canonical T-linear 
map y: X8, P + XP 6 V. Then ZE ker P, so Zd t,(X@, P), and 7 induces 
an isomorphism between A.(XQ, P) and A,(XP). So, tf V (and therefore 
XP as quell) is P-torsionless, then c,W(X) = XP. 
Two special cases are of interest: 
2.20. COROLLARY. Assume (2.6). 
(i) Let X be a right ideal of 8. Then Torf(X, P), the kernel of the 
canonical mapping X@, P + XP, belongs to ker P, G,(X) = A,(XP), and 
Hom.(P, XP)z X. 
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(ii) Let Y be a right ideal of X’. Then TorF( Y, M), the kernel of the 
canonical mapping YQ, M + YM, belongs to ker P, F,( Y) = A P( YM), 
and H,& YM) = Y. If in particular M is P-torsionless, then tP( TO, M) = 
Torr( Y, M) and F,( Y) = YM. 
Proof Part (i) is a special case of (2.17). To prove (ii) we proceed as in 
(2.17): First we note that the canonical isomorphism Y 2 Yg, Hom.( P, M) 
is explicitly given by J H J 0 p for YE Y, where p: P + M is given in (2.6). 
Again by [l, 20.101, Q: YOx Hom.(P, M) + Hom.(P, Y@, M) is an 
isomorphism, and is given by a(yOf)=qx,l. with cp,,J(u)=yOf(u)~ 
Yan M for J E Y, f E Hom.(P, M), and u E P. Using the epimorphism 
;‘*: Hom.(P, Y @.n M) -+ Hom.(P, YM) induced by the canonical 
epimorphism Y @.X M 5 YM and proceeding as in (2.17) we see 
that Horn, (P, YM) 2 Y as B-modules canonically. In particular 
Horn T( P, YM)J, = (0), hence Horn T( P, YM) = H,J Y) 2 Y as X-modules. 
Tensoring the exact sequence 0 + Y+p+.X/Y-+O with the left 
.?-module M yields ker 7 = Tor;‘/( Y, M). Now (ii) follows. 
2.21. THEOREM. Assume (2.6) and let X, Y be right ideals of 2. Suppose 
M is P-torsionless. Then H,W induces an isomorphism, also denoted by H,W, 
from Hom.(XM, YM) onto Hom,,(X, Y). 
Pro& H,W induces a homomorphism H,+,: Hom,(XM, YM)+ 
Hom,(X, .Y) by functionality of H,, identifying H,W(XM) and X respec- 
tively H,W( YM) and Y using (2.20). Obviously HW is R-linear. Let cp: X-+ Y 
be X-linear. By (2.20), XMZ A,(X@, M) and YMz AP( Y@, M). Let 
$: XM-+ YM be the T-linear map which is induced by ~Qid,~: 
XQ;, M+ Y@, M, where id,: M+ M is the identity mapping. By 
(2.12) and (2.16), H,J$) = cp. So H, is surjective. Let f: XM+ YM be 
T-linear, and let U be the image im f of f: Suppose i,I # (0). Since M 
is P-torsionless, the same holds for Cr, so Hom,(P, U)# (0). By (2.8), 
Hom,(P,M)ZX hence Hom.(P,M)JB=(0). So, since Hom.(P, C)< 
Hom.( P, M), we have Hom.( P, U)J, = (0) as well, hence HJ U) = 
Horn T( P, L;). Let 0 # p E Horn T( P, 15~). Then since f: XM + U is surjective 
and P is projective we find T E Hom.(P, XM) = H,(XM) such that 
(HM(f ))(T) = Hom,(P, f )(T) = fr = p #O. In particular H,(f ): 
H,JXM) + H-J YM) is not the zero map. So H, is injective, therefore, 
bijective. This proves the theorem. 
2.22. Remarks. Assume (2.6). 
(i) Obviously, if Li < M, then H,( C’) = Hom.(P, Li) = HP(U). 
By (2.8), ker b Q ker cp for all cp E Hom.( P, M), and cp H rp, where (p is 
the induced mapping Cp: P/ker /I = M + M, is an isomorphism from 
Hom.(P, M) onto X = Hom.(M, M). The d-submodule Hom,(P, Cj) of 
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Hom,( P, 1M) z Hom.(M. M) consists of all endomorphisms II/ of M whose 
image is contained in LI < M. So H,J U) = Hom,(P, U) z Hom.(M, c’) 
canonically. In other words, on submodules of M, the functor H,w acts as 
the Horn functor Hom.(M, -). This, however, is not true in general for 
arbitrary T-modules LT. 
(ii) In (2.21) we used for the injectivity part of the proof only the fact 
that YM is a P-torsionless submodule of M. So H,,,, acts injectively on 
Hom.( V, U) for arbitralry VE mod T and P-torsionless submodules U 
of 1Vf. 
By functorality H,M preserves composition of mappings. We have the 
following corollary: 
2.23. COROLLARY. Assume (2.6) and suppose that M is P-torsionless. Let 
x ,, . . . . X, be right ideals of .Z and let X= Of=, Xi, U = @:=, X,M 
(external direct sum). Then H,+, induces an R-algebra isomorphism from 
End 7( U) onto End, (X). 
2.24. Remark. Assume (2.6). It is immediate from the definitions 
that H,w preserves epimorphisms. Moreover, if U, VE mod T satisfy 
Hom.(P, U)Jfi = (0) = Hom.(P, V)J,, hence H,(U) = Hom.(P, U), 
H,%,(Y) = Hom,(P, V), and if f: U-+ V is injective, then H,M( f) is injective 
as well. So in particular for arbitrary fE Hom,(U, V) (U, V as above), 
H,Jkerf) = ker( H( f )) and H(im f) = im( H( f )). Note in particular that 
this applies in the situation of (2.23) to submodules of U = or= , X,M. 
We now turn to irreducible modules. 
2.25. THEOREM. Assume (2.6) and let VE mod T be irreducible. Then 
H,w( V) = (0) or Hom.(P, V)J, = (0) and H,w( V) = Hom,(P, V) # (0) is an 
irreducible #-module. 
Proof: The theorem holds for H,, that is Hom.(P, V) = (0) or 
Hom.(P, V) is an irreducible b-module by [2, 6.31. So, if H,(V) # (0), in 
particular Hom.(P, V) # (0), and Hom.(P, V)J, # Hom.(P, V), so 
Hom.(P, V)Jfl is a proper B-submodule of the irreducible &-module 
Hom.(P, V), hence it is zero. So H,J V) = Hom.(P, V) is an irreducible 
#-module. 
Next we prove that a similar statement holds for the inverse direction, 
that is, if X is an irreducible .%-module, then F,w # (0), F,,,(X) z G,w(X), 
and F,w(X) is an irreducible T-module. We first need: 
2.26. LEMMA. Let X be an Z-module. Then s~(X@,~ M) = X0, M 
and r,(X@, P) = X@, P. 
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Proof: Recall that by [l, 20.101, XZ X0, Hom,(P, M) z 
Hom.(P, XOx M) given explicitly by XH(P.~,~EH~~.(P, X0, M) for 
XEX, where (P.Ju)=x@/?(u)EX@, M for REP. Since 8: P+M is 
surjective, the generators x @ m (x E X, m E M) of X@, A4 all belong to 
the image of some homomorphism from P to X@, A4 (namely of ~p,,~), 
hence are contained in s,(X@, M). So r,(X@, M) = X0, M. Since X 
is also an g-module we may replace A4 by P to derive r,(X@& P) = 
X@J P. 
2.27. THEOREM. Let XE mod 2 be irreducible. Then F,q(X) # (0), 
LW) = &An and P,(X) is an irreducible T-module. 
ProojI By (2.16), H,M(F,W(X)) = H,M(F,M(X)) z X# (0), so in particular 
FJX) # (0). Let U d X0, M= FM(X). Then the b-module Hom.(P, U) 
is canonically embedded into Xz Hom,(P, X@, M). Since X is irre- 
ducible as %- hence as b-module as well, Hom,(P, U) = (0), so by Defini- 
tion (2.11), U<t,(X@, M), or Hom.(P, U)= XZ Hom.(P, X@, M), 
that is, the image of every homomorphism from P to X@, M is already con- 
tained in Ud X@, M. Consequently by Definition (2.15), tP(X& M)< I;, if 
Hom,(P, C’) # (0). By (2.26), rp(XOJy M) = X8, Mforcing iJ= X8, M. 
We have shown that all proper submodules of X@, M are contained in 
f,(X@, M), so this submodule is the unique maximal submodule ofX@% M 
and the factor module P,(X) = (X0, M)/r,(X@, M) is irreducible. Since 
X is also irreducible as b-module, this result applied to the situation where 
M= P shows that G,M(X) is an irreducible T-module as well. Now j?@ 1: 
X@, P + X@& M z X@, M is an epimorphism, so the induced mapping 
A,(/?@l) (compare (2.10)) maps G,W(X) onto F,(X), hence is an 
isomorphism, since both G,(X) and F,+,(X) are irreducible. 
Let VE mod T be irreducible and suppose that X = H,M( V) is not the 
zero module. So XE mod .Z is irreducible by (2.25). Note in particular 
that Hom,(P, V)= X and rp( V) = V and tP( V) = (0). The standard 
homomorphism from X@, P = Hom.( P, V) @la P = G,+,(X) to V given by 
f@ u ~f( u) E V forfe Hom.( P, V), u E P, is obviously surjective, so (2.27) 
implies F,,,,(X) = (?.M(X) 2 V canonically. Note that by our general assump- 
tions on T, both rings T and .Z have only finitely many non-isomorphic 
irreducible modules. 
2.28. LEMMA. Assume (2.6). Let 4, F be complete sets of non-isomorphic 
irreducible S- respectively T-modules. Let &, = { VE F 1 H,J V) # (0)). 
Then H,w induces a bijective correspondence between FH and 9. The inverse 
of H,: FH + 4 is F,: 3 + FH. On 3, the functors F, and G, coincide. 
2.29. LEMMA. Assume (2.6). Let XE mod .Z and let Y be a maximal 
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submodule of X. Let i: Y -+ X be the canonical embedding, F,+,(X) = V, and 
let U 6 V be the image of the T-linear map iQ 1 ,cI : Y@, M + 
X0., M= V. Then t,( V:U) is the unique maximal submodule of V/U and 
the factor module AP( V/L’) is canonically. isomorphic to the irreducible 
T-module F,( X,!’ Y). 
Proof Tensoring the exact sequence 0 + Y + X + X/Y + 0 by M yields 
the exact sequence Y@, M+ X8, M+ X/Y@., M-t0 hence O+ U+ 
V + X:‘YQ x A4 + 0. From this the lemma follows easily using (2.27). 
Let XE mod .x and suppose X = X0 > X, > X1 > ... is a filtration of X 
such that Yj= XjP ,/X, is an irreducible X-module for i3 1. Let 
V = F,w(X) = X@., M. and let V, (i 3 0) be the canonical image of 
Xi ox M in V. Then (2.29) implies: 
2.30. COROLLARY. Assume (2.6) and let X;E mod &? (ia 0), X= X0. 
Then in the notation abotie. the factor modules Ui = V, ,/Vi in the induced 
filtration V= V, > V, > Vz > . . . . Vi = F,+,( X,), haKe the following property: 
tP( V,) is the unique maximal submodule of Ui (i > 1) and the irreducible 
T-module AP( Ui) = U,/t,( C;,) is canonically isomorphic to P,&,( Y,) for all 
i> 1. 
2.31. Remark. Obviously in (2.29) and (2.30) we may replace 
V = F,,,(X) by A.( V) = F,&,(X) or V by G,w(X) respectively G,&,(X) and 
similar results hold. 
The results above apply in particular to modules with composition 
series: If X and V are both of finite composition length then the multiplicity 
of-the irreducible 2-module YE.~ (in the notation of (2.28)) as composi- 
tion factor of X equals the multiplicity of the irreducible T-module 
F,+,( Y) E .y, as composition factor of V for V = F,,(X), F(X), G,,J X), or 
cf(m. 
The case where T is a finite dimensional algebra over some field R is of 
special interest. Here all T- and .%-modules involved, being finitely 
generated by assumption, have composition series. We list now some 
consequences for this special case, all of them being easily derived from the 
previous results: 
2.32. Consequences. T is now a finite dimensional algebra over some 
field R. Let ME mod T and assume (2.6). By Fitting’s lemma (see, e.g., 
[ 15, 1.41) there is a bijective correspondence between the indecomposable 
direct summands of M and projective indecomposable .P-modules; more 
precisely, if e, , . ..~ ek is a complete set of non-isomorphic primitive idem- 
potents of 2 (that is, e,.X ~5 e,Z for i#:j), then {e,MJ 1 <i<k) is a 
complete set of non-isomorphic indecomposable direct summands of M. By 
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(2.7) we may assume that P+ B M is the projective cover of M. Then J, is 
contained in the radical J of d, so in particular J, is nilpotent. We may lift 
idempotents from .Z to E. Consequently we have a one-by-one corre- 
spondence between the indecomposable direct summands of P and those of 
M (given by restricting /3 to indecomposable direct summands of P). In 
particular, the projective cover of any indecomposable direct summand N 
of M is an indecomposable projective T-module, and therefore N has a 
unique maximal submodule, the radical J(N) of N. For an arbitrary 
module V let the radical J( V) of V be the intersection of all maximal sub- 
modules of V. Setting Sj = e,.X’.iJ(e;X), 9 = { Sil 1 < i < k} is a complete 
set of non-isomorphic irreducible X-modules. Moreover the irreducible 
T-module e,M/J(e,M) is canonically isomorphic to F,w(Sj). We denote this 
module by S(i), then {S(i) 1 1 < i d k > = &, in the notation of (2.28 ); so Y,, 
consists precisely of those irreducible T-modules which occur as direct sum- 
mands in the head M/J(M) of 44. For XE mod J? let V= A,(X), where 
I?,V is one of the functors F,w, F,&,, G,, G,w. Then the multiplicity of Si as 
composition factor of X equals the multiplicity of S(i) as composition 
factor of V. Applying this in particular to the projective indecomposable 
P-module X=e,X shows that the Cartan matrix of P also records the 
multiplicities of irreducible components of M/J(M) in indedomposable 
direct summands of M. 
3. CYCLIC MODULES 
We now assume that M is a cyclic T-module, that is, M = mT for some 
m E 44, where T is as in the previous section. We need a preliminary result: 
3.1. LEMMA. Let M=mT, and let J be the annihilator of m in T, 
J= arm,(m) = {t E TI mt = 01. Let the subalgebra A of T be the idealizer of 
J in T, that is, A = {r E T[ rJG J}. Then A/J2 X = End,(M) canonically, 
given by r + JH cpr E 2 for r E A, where cp,(mt) = mrt for all t E T. 
Proof: Suppose mt,=mtz, t,, t,ET. Then t,-tIzEJ, so r(t,-tt,)EJ 
for all t E A and mrt, = mrt,, so cp, is a well-defined mapping from A4 to M. 
It is routine to check that cpr is indeed in Z and that r H cp, is an algebra 
homomorphism from A to X with kernel J. If a ES, then am =mrZ for 
some rz E T. Let x E J. Then 0 = a(mx) = m(r,x) so t-,x E J, hence rl Js J 
and rz E A. Obviously cp,, = SL, so r H cpr is surjective and A/J2 J’P canoni- 
cally. 
Assume now (2.6) and let M=mT as above. By (2.7) we may choose 
P 3 M such that: 
481/130/l-17 
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3.2. (i) P = eT for some idempotent e E T. 
(ii) b(e) =m. 
3.3. Hypothesis. Assume (2.6). In addition, let M = mT be cyclic and 
suppose that P 5 M is chosen as in (3.2). 
Assume (3.3). Note that t” = End,(P) may be identified (and we 
do so) with eTe acting by left multiplication on eT. Moreover P# = 
Hom.(eT, T)? Te as left T-module and, if V~mod T, then VO, Tez Ve 
as e Te-module. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let M = mT be a cyclic T-module and suppose that P 2 M 
satisfies (3.2) for some projective T-module P = eT. Let J= ann Am). Then 
ker /I = eJ and me = m. Moreover ker /I is invariant under left multiplication 
by elements of 6 = eTe if and only if Me = .Xm, where Z = End.(M). 
Prooj: ker /3=eJ and me=m are checked easily. Suppose 
eTe ker b E ker 8, that is, eTeJ& eJ. We define a function from eTe to X 
mapping eteE eTe to q,, where (p,m = mte. As in (3.1) we show that this 
mapping is a surjective algebra homomorphism. In particular cpm E Me for 
all cp E X, so .Xm E Me. 
If .YE Me, we find t E T such that x=mte =mete= cp,m ~Xrn, since 
m =me. so MesZrn, and we have shown Me= Zm. Now assume that 
#rn = Me, and let t E T. s E J. Then metes = hms = 0 for some h E 2”. since 
mete=mteE Me= pm. So eTeJG J. Since e=e’ we have indeed 
eTeJ=eTeeJ=eTekerPceJ=kerfl. 
3.5. Remark. Let M and P as in (3.4). Then (3.4) says that (2.6) is 
equivalent to the condition Me = Xm. Moreover, in the notation of (3.1) 
and assuming Me = Xm, we have also shown in (3.4) that eTe E A. Since 
e2 =e, we have eTeGeAe, hence eTe =eAe (eAeceTe being trivial). 
Jn eJe = eJe is the kernel of ete H qr E X (t E T) defined in (3.4), so in 
particular eJe = J,. 
3.6. COROLLARY. Let M= mT be a cyclic T-module, P 5 M as in (3.2), 
and assume that Me = Zm. Then H,(V) 2 V’e/VeJe as S-module canoni- 
cally, where J= arm.(m). 
Proof Note that P# = Hom.(eT, T) 2 Te as eTe-module, hence by 
(2.3), Hom.(P, V)Z V@.P#= VBTTeg Ve. By (3.4) and (3.5), 
H,( V) = Hom.( P, V)/Hom T( P, V) J, z Ve,l VeJe canonically. 
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4. DECOMPOSITION NUMBERS 
In this section we shall apply the general results of section two to the 
special situation where T is an order in some semisimple algebra over a 
field. At the end of Section 2 we have seen that the Cartan numbers of X 
(assuming (2.6)) actually record multiplicities of irreducibles as composi- 
tion factors in indecomposable direct summands of M. Our aim in this 
section is to establish an even more powerful link between decomposition 
numbers. 
So let 6 be a discrete complete valuation ring with quotient field K and 
residue field F. Let T, be a semisimple K-algebra and let T,- be an c-order 
in TK, that is, T, is an (“-subalgebra of T, which is free of rank 
dim,( T,) = n < ,x: as P-module. Note that KO, T, z T, canonically, and 
often we identify these two K-algebras. Similarly F 0, Tf- z Tel(n) T, 
canonically, where the unique maximal ideal of Lr is generated by rt E Cf and 
denoted by (II), and we identify these F-algebras as well. A T,.-module M, 
which is free of finite rank as c-module is called a T,-lattice and an 
irreducilbe T,-lattice is a T,-lattice M, such that the T,module 
K 0, M, = M, is irreducible. 
We remark that all three algebras T,, T,, and T, are semiperfect and 
satisfy the Gull-Schmidt-Azumaya theorem (see, e.g., [4,6.12]). 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let M, be a TJattice, and {Mp’, . . . . My’) a com- 
plete set of non-isomorphic indecomposable direct summands of M,. Let 
{S”‘, . ..) S(“‘) be a complete set of non-isomorphic irreducible T=modules 
occurring as irreducible components in the semisimple module 
M, = K Be M,. Then the decomposition matrix of M= M, is the (m x k)- 
matrix 9.M = (d,), where d, is the multiplicity of Sfi’ as irreducible compo- 
nent in IV:)= K mc My’. 
Note that 9,q is uniquely determined by M up to the order of the rows 
and te columns. 
4.2. EXAMPLE. IfMe is the regular T,-lattice T,, the set {@‘I, . . . . Mr’} 
is a complete set of non-isomorphic projective indecomposable T,-modules 
(compare, e.g., [4, Sect. 63) and {S”‘, . . . . S’“‘} is a complete set of non- 
isomorphic irreducible T=modules. The matrix 5$-, is the classical decom- 
position matrix of the c-order T, (compare, e.g., [4, Sect. 61). We denote 
this matrix in the following by $ or g. 
We recall some basic facts on T,-lattices. For proofs we refer the readers 
to [4, Sect. 63. First every submodule of a T,-lattice is free of finite rank 
as &module, thus is a T,-lattice again. If M= M, is a finite dimensional 
T=module, and if N, is a finitely generated T,-submodule of M, then N, 
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is a T,-lattice. If in addition K Be IV, 2 M,, or equivalently if the C-rank 
of N, equals the K-dimension of M, that is, if N, contains a K-basis of 
M,, we define N, to be a full T,-lattice in M. Obviously any T,-module 
M, generated by a K-basis of M is a full T,-lattice in M,. Moreover, if M, 
is a T,-lattice then M, is a full sublattice in M, = K OC M, (identifying 
M, and 1 Be M, 6 MK). 
Let M,-) N, be T, -lattices, then K Be Hom.,(M,, N,) z 
Horn ,.J M,, N) canonically, where M, = K 0 c M, and N, = K 0 e N, , 
and the mapping (PH 1 @IJJ from Hom,,(M,, N, ) into Hom..(M,, Nlc) 
is an embedding. Since M, is a completely reducible module its 
endomorphism ring .eK is a finite dimensional semisimple K-algebra. Thus 
.& = End., (M, ) is an G-order in .&$, in particular ;X, z K Or &- canoni- 
cally. 
As an immediate consequence of Fitting’s lemma we have the following. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let M, be a Tc-lattice, 2, = End., (M, ). Let {e,, . . . . ek) 
be a complete set of non-isomorphic primitice idempotents of Xi, and 
(j”, , . . . . fn, 1 a complete set of non-isomorphic primitive idempotents of 
&=K@, Xc. Setting S”‘=,f,Mk (M,=K@, M,) and My’=ejMc, 
(S”‘I 1 <i<m) is a full set of non-isomorphic irreducible Trmodules 
occurring in M, as irreducible components, and {My’ 1 1 6 j < k} is a com- 
plete set of non-isomorphic indecomposable direct summands of MC-. The 
multiplicity of S’” as irreducible component in M!$ = K @Jc My’ equals the 
multiplicity of the irreducible X=module fiXK in K 0 e e& . 
Recall that two idempotents of a ring are isomorphic if the right ideals 
generated by them are isomorphic. So {e,.& 1 1 < i< k} is a complete set of 
,non-isomorphic projective indecomposable @-modules, and (4.3) implies 
in particular: 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let M, be a Te-lattice, 31c& = End., (Me). Labelling 
the indecomposable direct summands of M, and the irreducible components 
of M, = K @c M, as in (4.3), the decomposition matrix Q,W of M = M, 
equals the decomposition gxC of-X, . 
Let M, be a T,-lattice. Then M,= F Or M, is a T,-module. We call a 
T,-module V liftable if V = M, for a T,-lattice M,. If M, and N, are 
T,-lattices, then F Be Horn TE (Me, N, ) c H,(M,, NF) canonically, and 
we say cp: M, + N, is liftable if cp E F OC Horn., (M, , N, ), and we call 
Horn 7F( M,, N,) liftable if Hom,,( M,, N,) = F Or Horn TC (Me, N, ). We 
list some facts which are proved easily as in the case of group algebras 
(compare, e.g.) [4, Sect. 163). First any projective Trmodule P, is liftable, 
in fact, the T,-lattice P, such that PFz F OC P, is projective and it is 
uniquely determined. If N, is another T,-lattice. then Hom.,(P,, NF) is 
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liftable In particular for &R = End,,(P,), R = F, C, or K, we have 
E,=R@,&& 
If M, is a full T,-lattice in MK~ mod T,, we call MF= F Or M, a 
reduction of M, (via T,). In general M, depends on the choice of M, in 
M,, not however the composition multiplicities of M, (that is, the multi- 
plicities of the irreducible T,-modules as composition factors of MF). If SF 
is an irreducible 7’,-module, P, its projective cover, and the projective 
T,-lattice P, is chosen such that P,= F Or P,, then the multiplicity of an 
irreducible T,-module M, as irreducible component of K 0, P, equals 
the composition multiplicity of S, in a reduction M, of MK. So the decom- 
position matrix S? of T, also records composition multplicities of reduc- 
tions of the irreducible T=modules. This implies in particular that 
39’ = %, the Cartan matrix of T, recording composition multiplicities of 
projective indecomposable T,-modules, where gt is the transpose of 9. 
Let M, be a T,-lattice, M, = R QC M, for R = K or F. Let P, 5 M, 
be a projective presentation of M,, and note that P, is automatically 
c-free, since it is finitely generated projective by assumption. For R = F, I?, 
or Klet gR=End,,(P,) and XR=End,(M,) with P,=RQ,P,. Note 
that P, Jh M, (flR = 1, Qe Be, Pe = p) is a projective presentation of 
M, for any choice of R, and that ker /lR = R Oc ker PC. This is true for 
R = K by general theory and follows for R = F from the fact that 
M, 2 P,/ker Pe is free as &module. We also have EK = K OC &, 
ZK=K@CZC, and &F=F@,&C, but in general only F@,Y$c.X& 
The next theorem provides a useful test to check in the situation above 
if (2.6) is satisfied, that is, if ker BR is invariant under the action (from the 
left) of gR. We first need, however, a few basic facts about pure submodules 
which are well known and may be found in the standard literature. Recall, 
that an O-submodule U of a finitely generated free G-module M is pure in 
M if and only if one of the following equivalent properties holds: 
4.5. (i) rcrU= UnxM. 
(ii) M/U is torsion free. 
(iii) There exists an Cc-submodule N of M with M= U@ A? 
(iv) dim,(KU)=dim.[(C’+xM)/7cM]. 
(v) The mapping F 0 p U to F Be M, induced by the canonical 
embedding of U into M, is injective, 
where rc E G is again a generator for the unique maximal ideal of fi. 
If U is an &-submodule of M, we abbreviate Kiln M by ~5. Then 
4.6. (i) V/Z is pure in M. 
(ii) If V is a pure submodule of M containing I? then @G V. 
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(iii) vjE= (m~MJ7fmE U for some OdrEZ)-. 
(iv) V!z/U is an C-torsion module. 
(VI ,/z= U if and only if CI is pure in M. 
(vi) If V is a submodul:of A4 containing U such that V/V is an 
C-torsion module, then V < J I;: 
We return to the situation where M, is a T,--lattice with projective 
presentation P, 2 M,. Since P,:lker PC z M, is a free as C-module, 
ker Be is pure in M, . 
4.7. THEOREM. Let M, be a T,-lattice, and PC: P, -+ M, a projective 
presentation of M,- . Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The T,-modules ker flK and M, have no irreducible constituent in 
common. 
(ii) gK ker /Ix-c ker PK. 
(iii) C$ ker PC G ker ,‘I,. 
Moreover (iii) implies that ~9~ ker flFs ker /IF. 
Proof. Since T, is semisimple, P, z MK@ ker flK and therefore (i) and 
(ii) are obviously equivalent. By (4.5), ker SC is pure in P,, so 
ker PC = Jker p, = ker pKn P, (considering P, as a subset of PK). 
Moreover, C$ = {cp~&~,l cp(PCC)~ PC]. One checks easily that (ii) and (iii) 
are equivalent. Since ker /IF= F 0, ker PC and &F = F 0, &, (iii) implies 
that c+?~ ker/IF c ker bF. 
Let P, 5 M,. Then in order to check if (2.6) holds, (4.7) tells us that 
we have to investigate the semisimple T,-module P,, which is often easier. 
For example, if char K = 0 and if T, is the group algebra of a finite group, 
this can be done using character theory, in particular the orthogonality 
relations. 
4.8. COROLLARY. Assume (2.6) for P, 2 M,, and let Xk = End,,(M,) 
and c?~ = End,,(P,), R = F or 8. Then the following diagram is commutative 
with exact row and columns: 
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where J,, = Horn TR( P,, ker PR) and the epimorphisms ER + .#R are induced by 
flR. Zn particular &r = F oc SC 2 & /( IZ) &. Moreover, if { Mp’, . . . . Mik’} is 
a complete set of indecomposable direct summands of the T,-module M,, 
then { MF’, . . . . M’,k’}, where M$’ = F 0 c M:!“ (1 < i G k), is a complete set 
of indecomposable direct summands of the T,-module M,. In particular 
every direct summand of M, is ltftable. Finally, setting P(R) = b;‘(M(F’), 
R = F or c”, 1 < i< k, P(R) 2 Mg’ is the projective cover of Mg’, the 
T,-modules P$’ are projective indecomposable (so MF’ has simple head), and 
P, = P(l’@ ’ ’ . 0 Plpk’ 0 Q k. where Q R is projective contained in ker BR and 
QF=FRO, Q,. 
Proof: Theorem (4.7) implies that PF% M, satisfies (2.6). So 
XF = c?~/J,+ Now Jfl, = F 0 c Horn Tc (P, , ker /I[ ) = F OC JBE, since JBr = 
Hom,,(P,, ker BF) is liftable by projectivity of P,. So JD, + J,, and 
similarly & + gfi- are surjective. It is immediate from the definition of the 
mappings involved that the diagram is commutative. So the canonical 
mapping Zc + Y& must be surjective as well. The other claims now follow 
easily using (2.32) and lifting idempotents (compare, for example, [4, 6.71). 
We are now prepared to link the decomposition matrix of T, and Xc 
(under hypothesis (2.6)). 
4.9. THEOREM. Assume that (2.6) holds for P, 3 M,. Let 
M,=R@,M,, Y&=End,,(M,), R=F, C, or K, andlet eE#C,fEXk 
be primitive idempotents. Set N, = eM,, S, =fMk, and let Q, be the 
projective cover of N,. Then Q, is indecomposable and S, is irreducible. 
Moreover the multiplicity of S, as irreducible component in Q, = K @C Q, 
equals the multiplicity of the irreducible .XKmodule f#k in e.Xi. 
Proof Note that XK is semisimple since M, is completely reducible. So 
eZ[ is a projective indecomposable %$-module and $& is irreducible. 
Consequently the multiplicity of f*k in eZK = K Oe e,X, is a decomposi- 
tion number of &. By Fitting’s lemma S, is irreducible and N, is an 
indecomposable direct summand of M,. By (4.8) we may assume that Q, 
is the indecomposable direct summand B;‘(N,) of M,, so ye: Q, + N, is 
an epimorpism, yc being the restriction of PC to Q,. In particular, by 
(4.7)(i), ker;lKzker/?,, for ‘I~= l,Oc yE, and N,dMk imply that 
ker yK and N, have no irreducible component in common. Since S, < M,, 
again by (4.7)(i), S, is not a component of ker 1~~. Since QK = ker yK@ N,, 
the multiplicity of S, as irreducible component in QK equals the multi- 
plicity of S, as irreducible component of N,. This multiplicity, however, 
equals the multiplicity off& as irreducible component in e%K by (4.3). 
Recall that by (2.7) we may assume in (4.9) that P, 2 M, is a projec- 
tive cover of M, . As a consequence, by general theory, no direct summand 
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of P, is contained in the kernel of PC: and (4.8) says in particular that 
there is a canonical bijection between the isomorphism classes of indecom- 
posable direct summands of M, and the non-isomorphic projective 
indecomposable direct summands of P, . So using Fitting’s theorem we get 
a canonical one-by-one correspondence between those columns of the 
decomposition matrix & = 9,, of TC associated with indecomposable 
direct summands of P, and the columns of the decomposition matrix 
9% = gX, which equals Q,,,, by (4.4), and similarly a canonical bijection 
between the rows of & corresponding to irreducible components of M, 
and the rows of Q*. With this identification of column and row labels we 
have shown: 
4.10. COROLLARY. Assume (2.6) for P, --% M, . Then the decomposi- 
tion matrh gX of ZC = End.,( MC) is a submatrix of the decomposition 
matrh gT. of T, 
4.11. Remark. Suppose P, 5 M, is a projective cover of M, . In 
(2.32) we defined a one-by-one correspondence between the non- 
isomorphic irreducible T,-modules in the head of M, and the irreducible 
&-modules. Let f E .A$ be a primitive idempotent, and define S, to be the 
pure sublattice fMKn M, of M, . Then the row of 9x corresponding to 
fXi records the multiplicities of the irreducible T,-modules occurring in 
the head of M, in the reduction S,= F OC S, of the irreducible 
T,-module S, = fMK. This, however, can be directly deduced from the dis- 
cussion preceding (2.32). We actually get more, namely (2.32) in particular 
relates composition series of F OC ( fXK n ,yt’,) with certain filtrations of 
S,. Note that the columns of 9x describe multiplicities of the irreducible 
T,-modules occurring in M, as irreducible components in T,-modules, 
which arise by tensoring the principal indecomposable direct summands of 
P, by K. In general we get neither complete rows nor columns of 5$. 
For the remainder of this section we assume always that P, 2 M, 
satisfies (2.6). We are going to extend (2.17) and (2.21) to a larger class of 
modules. Remark that we are now confronted with three functors, namely 
H,wR: mod T, + mod .XR for R = F, I!?, or K. Henceforth we will write H, 
instead of H,w,. 
4.12. LEMMA. Let U, and V, be T,-lattices, and let cp: U, -+ V, be 
T,--linear. As usual let J,, = Horn TC( P,, ker fir). Suppose Horn .,(I’, , U, ) J,, 
= (O)=Hom.,(P,. VC)JB,. Then: 
(i) .FC( UC ) is .fiee as C-module, and HR( V,) 2 R aC H,( U,) for 
R=For K. 
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(ii) The following diagram is commutative, the vertical mappings being 
the canonical epimorphisms tl H 1 R Oc a for x E H,( UC) respectively 
r E H,,( I’,,): 
H,(U$= H,(V,) 
I I 
4 
H,;L’,) HR(‘PR! HR( VR) 
for R = K or F. 
Proof Since Hom.,(P,, U,)JB, = (0), we have Hom,,(P,, UR)JBn 
= (0), therefore HR(UR) = Hom,,(P,, U,) for R= F, c?, or K. Similarly 
HR( VR) = Homr,(P,, VR). Now (i) follows immediately for R = K and 
from the fact that P, is projective for R = F. 
To prove (ii) let E E H,( U,), that is, let CY be a T,-linear mapping from P, 
to CT,. Then 1, Qc (H,(cp,))(a)= 1, Qe (cpcr)= 1, Qc (P~)(~.‘Q, So= 
(HR(~,A)(lR Qc a), so (ii) holds. 
We remark that Hom,(P,, VR)JDR = (0) (R = F, 6, or K) for every sub- 
module or epimorphic image V, of any T,-module U, for which 
Hom,(P,, U,)J,, = (0). This applies in particular to modules of the form 
X,&I,, where X, is a subset of xK. Recall Definition (4.15) of the P,-trace 
tP,( V) of a T,-module V. 
4.13. LEMMA. Let X be a right ideal of ZC, and denote tp, by rC. 
Then r,(m) = r,(\hM,), bvhere \G= X,M,n M, and JX= 
X, n .&, X, = K Oe X. In particular if X is pure in sy;C, then ~~~ then 
T,(,IxM,) = T,(XM,). 
Proof Obviously XM, G ,/z M,. Let m E XX M,. Then we may 
write m as a finite sum of terms rimi with m,E M,, xi E &? So we find 
kE N such that ~C“Z~E X for all i, hence xkm E XM, and therefore 
- 
m E ViXM,. We have shown rV/ZM,E\/ /xM,. so 45&J= 
and we may assume that 4 X = X is pure in I&. 
Let tl: P, -+ m be T,-linear. Then, since P is finitely generated, we 
find k E N such that rrkr( P) E XM,. So embedding Hom,,( P,, XM,) 
into Horn., (PC, ,/%) and then Horn Tc (PC, va) into 
Hom.,( P, ~ M, ) z ZC using the embeddings XM, + a + M, , we 
have shown that Hom.,(P,, a) G ,/Hom.,(P,, XM,). By (2.20) the 
canonical mapping Horn T,( P, , X@, M,) + Hom.,(P,, XM,) is an 
isomorphism. By (2.16) we have an isomorphism, naturally in X, from 
Hom.,( P, , X &, M, ) onto X. As a consequence the following diagram is 
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commutative, the vertical mappings being bijective, the horizontal ones 
injective: 
Hom.,(P, . XM, ) - Hom.,(P,. M,) 
In particular Hom.,( P, , XM,) is pure in Hom.(P, , M,), since X is pure 
in &, by assumption. So Hom.,(P, : t I%) is contained in hence equal 
to Hom.,( P, , XM, ). As as consequence if CC P, + Vim is T,-linear, 
im r c XMC. So rC (Xiv, ) = r,(,IxM,). 
4.14. COROLLARY. Let X he a right ideal of 2,. Then H,(d’m) = ,/? 
In particular, if X = X, n 2;) then H, ( vsm) = X. 
Proof: Using (2.17)(i), (4.13), and (2.20) we have H,(\/m)= 
H,(s, JXM,)=H,(,~~MM,)=,~~. 
4.15. COROLLARY. Let X = X, be a right ideal of .& such that vlk= X. 
Then H,(F@, X, M,) z H,(X,M,) 2 HF(F@, ,/%i&) z X, as 
.3$-module, where X, = F me X, . 
Proof: By projectivity of P, and (4.14), Hom,,( P,, F Be X, M,) ? 
F Oc Horn Te( P,., XC M, ) 2 F Oc X, = X,. In particular Hom,,( P,, F &I e 
XCM,)J,r,=(0) and therefore H,(F@,X,M,)=Hom,,(P,,F@,X,M,) 
z X,. Similarly using (4.14), H,(F 0 c ,/m) z X,. By (2.20), 
HF( X,M,) = X,. 
4.16. Remark. The canonical epimorphism F@ XC M, + X,M, induces 
a canonical epimorphism Hom,( P,, F@ X,M, ) + Hom,,( PF, X,M,), 
and similarly the canonical embedding X,M, + FQ k/m) induces an 
embedding of Hom,( P,, X,M,) into Hom,,( P,, F 0, vm) for 
arbitrary right ideals XC of J$. If X, is pure in ,ytC, then (4.15) states that 
these mappings of Horn-sets are isomorphisms. 
Note also that (4.15) implies in particular (for pure X) that 
sF( F oc \/m) = tF( X,M,). Moreover the kernel of the canonical 
epimorphism F OC XC M, + X,M, is P,-torsion free, that is, 
A p,( F gC X,. M, ) = A pF(X,M,). Obviously we may extract statements 
from (4.15) also if we drop the assumption that X, is pure in &: 
Thus H,(F@,.X,M,)=F@,X, and H,(F@, ,/m)=F@,,&. 
However, since X, = F @ c X, is no longer a subset of ,I&., X,M, is not 
defined. However, we could set X, to be (XC + (II)& ),I( r~)%~ then 
H,(X,M,) = XF. Similarly the following theorem could be extended to 
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non-pure right ideals of ZC. However, we shall use in the upcoming 
applications only pure right ideals. 
4.17. THEOREM. Suppose that M, is P,-torsionless. Let X, Y be pure 
right ideals of -W;, = End Tc(MF). Let R = F, C, or K, then the functor H, 
induces an isomorphism, also denoted by H,: 
Moreover H, = 1 R ac H, canonically. 
Proof: Note that M, is P,-torsionless for all choices of R. So H, is an 
injective R-linear map by (2.21). Let cp: X, + Y,. By (2.21), cp = H,($) for 
some T,.-linear II/: X, M, + YC M,. Let elc- denote the T,-linear map 
10 $: X,M, + Y,M, extended to an endomorphism of M,. Let 
/ 
mEV/XcM,, then xkm E X, M, for some natural number k. So 
7ck(tiK(m)) = tjK(7rkm) = $(7ck(m)) is an element of Y,M, G M,, so 
+Am)E Jm. We have shown that $: X,M, + YC M, can be / 
extended to a T,-linear map $K: J”x,M, + ,/ Y,M, (i.e., the restriction 
of tiK to Jm). 
Now HC($K)(~)= tiKr = IclCx = H,($,) = cp for K P, -+,/XC M,, since 
by (4.13), im t( c X,M,. This shows that H, maps Horn,-,(,/XC M,, 
!Yc M, ) onto Horn.,, (XC, Y,), therefore is an isomorphism. This proves 
tVhe theorem for R = C. The cases R = K and F follow from (4.12). 
In the sequel to this paper we shall apply the general theory developed 
here to the representation theory of general linear groups. The main idea 
will be based upon the following procedure: 
Step 1. We define a certain T,-lattice M, and verify (2.6) by showing 
that (4.7)(i) holds. (This will actually be done by using (3.4).) The 
endomorphism ring of M, = R Oc M, is 3EGR ( = F, lC’, or K). 
Step 2. We take certain pure right ideals X,, . . . . X, of &, and define 
the ,&-module X, to be 
X,=RQr 6 X;, 
i= I 
and the T,-module N, to be 
IV,=& RQ,JX,M,. 
i= I 
Then (4.17) (compare (2.23)) guarantees that 
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4.18. S$ = End.,(N,) 2 R Oc End.,(N,) 2 R OC End,,(X,) r 
End,,(XR). 
Step 3. We verify (2.6) by showing that (4.7)(i) holds, now for the 
T,-lattice N, 
Lemma (2.28) gives a procedure for using irreducible $-modules to 
define irreducible T,-modules, and (4.10) connects the decomposition 
matrices of To- and 9,. Since Sp, is also the endomorphism ring of an 
%;-module (namely X,) we might use facts we know about .xR to get 
information on 9,. Actually in practice one of the direct summands of XC, 
say X, , will be the regular *.-module ,&. So, if e: XC + X, is the projection 
onto X,, then SR 2 e&e canonically, and the projective .ZYR-module eu7, 
satisfies (2.6) trivially. We get the commutative diagram of functors 
(4.19) 
mod YR 
linking the representation theory of the three algebras T,, J$,, and YjR. 
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